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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
 

 

Most often the phrase “inner-city problems” brings a picture of sprawling city slums to 
mind. Yet inner city problems affect smaller urban centers as well. Reducing Achievement 
Gaps (RAG) is a comprehensive system of interventions to address the academic, social, and 
basic assistance needs of low-income children of 
immigrant families in Framingham. 

 
RAG gives Framingham’s most economically and 
educationally challenged school age children and their 
families the help and resources they need to succeed in 
school and in life. With a large immigrant population at 
Woodrow Wilson and the evolving political climate in 
the United States many of these immigrant families are 
feeling the stresses and fear of how to best support and 
protect their families. 

 

Through tutoring and mentoring, RAG promotes children’s academic success. Through 
parental support and empowerment, and by helping families meet basic food needs, it 
bolsters family stability, increasing the likelihood of success. 

RAG is run in partnership with the Framingham school department, and is housed on site 
at the Woodrow Wilson Elementary School in Framingham to respond to community 
needs from within. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Theory of Change 

•Immigrants face multiple challenges to 
success and well-being. Poverty and 
financial instability are reinforced by 
inadequate access to needed resources. 
The children of immigrants suffer 
obstacles to academic achievement, 
reducing the chances of future escape 
from the generational cycle of poverty. 

Activities 

•All Stars, Math Academy, Chapter 
Girls, Family Assistance, Weekend 
Nutrition, Healthy Harvest, Parent 
University, Cooking Matters,Clothing 

•Immigrants and their families, 
including vulnerable children, have 
measurable improvement in economic 
stability, academic and career 
achievement and integration into their 
communities. 

Community/Social 
Problem Outcomes 
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REDUCING ACHIEVEMENT GAPS: A SNAPSHOT 
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DESCRIPTION OF NEED 
 

 

 

ISSUE 
 

RAG is a holistic and multi-dimensional approach to remediate the academic under- 
performance of low-income children in a largely immigrant community. RAG is set up 
within the boundaries of the 580-student Woodrow Wilson Elementary School 
located in Framingham’s lowest-income and highest-crime neighborhood. Children at 
the school face complex and inter-related challenges; isolated interventions cannot be 
e f f e c t i v e  in addressing them. 

Poverty 

 The Wilson School has the lowest income level in the entire town of Framingham – 
54.9% of the school is considered economically disadvantaged compared to 32.4% for 
the district. A student is qualified as economically disadvantaged if they take part in 
one or more of the following programs, SNAP (food stamps); TAFDC (welfare); DCF 
(foster care); MassHealth (Medicaid) in October, March, or June. 

 Of the 590 students that attend Woodrow Wilson, 90.33% qualify for free or reduced 
lunch.  

Language 

 English is not the first language for 79.2% of 
Wilson students (compared to district 
average of 42.6%). 

 49.1% are English Language Learners (ELL) 
(compared to district average of 18.5%). 

 

Learning Challenges 

 17.7% of students have Individualized 
Education Plans (IEPs) 

 Wilson is among the lowest performing 20% of 
schools 

 85.8% of students are considered high needs 
(compared to district average of 54.3%). A 
student is qualified as high needs if they are 
low-income, economically disadvantaged, ELL or a student  with 
disabilities. 

Violence 

 Police records demonstrate that the Wilson School neighborhood is   

 Framingham’s highest crime area in most serious crime categories (i.e.    
assault,  drug violations, etc.) 

*Some data is pulled  from the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. 
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APPROACH 
 

RAG is an outcome-based youth and family education and development program designed 
and managed by JFS and run in partnership with the Framingham school department. Its 
comprehensiveprogram addresses the needs of students and their families offering: 

 

 
 

 
Academic Programs – 

 All Stars: 3rd grade homework tutoring, math and literacy enrichment with 
individualized attention 

 Math Academy: 4th grade program with math curriculum tied directly to the school’s 
improvement  plan 

 Chapter Girls: 5th grade girls book club encouraging reading and providing positive 
female role models 

 Mentoring by staff and volunteers of all ages and backgrounds 

 After-school/extended day project  design 

ABC’s of JFS’ Reducing Achievement Gaps 
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Family Supports – 

 Family Assistance: Financial and emotional support for parents – resources to 
turn to for help with accessing medical care, housing and legal concerns. 

 Weekend Nutrition/Healthy Harvest: Hunger response, providing food for the 
neediest families, including a fruit and vegetable distribution program. 

 Clothes Closet: On a periodic basis throughout the year, families have access to a 
comprehensive clothes closet for seasonal appropriate clothes. 

Family Education – 

 Parent University: Bilingual training for parents to give them the tools to help their 
children with homework and encourage reading and learning. Helps provide 
resources for  answers to immigration questions and support for stresses and pressures 
that surrounded immigrants today. Also provides support in their own education 
and career exploration. 

 Cooking Matters: Nutrition education to help families make healthy food choices. 

The following section outlines in more detail the specific program elements. 

 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
 

 

The Wilson School is an authorized International Baccalaureate (IB) school in their 
Primary Years Program (PYP). An IB school prepares students to become “active, 
caring, lifelong learners” utilizing inquiry based education to focus on the whole child. 
JFS’ academic programs function as an extension of the school day and incorporate 

the IB pillars that the classroom 
teachers are using to create 
their curriculums. IB tries to 
build learners who are: 
Inquirers, Knowledgeable, 
Thinkers, Communicators, 
Principled, Open-minded, 
Caring, Risk- takers, Balanced, 
and Reflective. IB also focuses 
on key attitudes: Appreciation, 
Commitment, Confidence, 
Cooperation, Creativity, 
Curiosity, Empathy, 
Independence, Integrity, 

Respect,  and Tolerance. Staff and volunteer mentors  receive training on the IB model 
to best align the academic curriculum with this instructional approach 
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Wilson All Stars 

All Stars is a program for third grade boys and girls. Third grade is a pivotal year for children. 
Many educators say that up until third grade, students are “learning to read” and after third 
grade they are “reading to learn.” These early years set the foundation for higher elementary, 
middle and high school teachers who 
build upon what students have learned 
in these early grades. If the foundation 
is not there achievement gaps will 
continue to grow. All Stars purposely 
works with students during this 
critical year to help provide additional 
support so that the students can be set 
up for future success. Specific 
activities include homework help, 
enrichment-based activities, and 
socialization mentoring. The 
underlying goal is to bolster self- 
esteem and confidence by enhancing 
academic performance and improving 
social skills. 35 children participate in All Stars which meets twice weekly during the school 
year. 

This year as in past, teachers chose an overarching theme of time to connect all the different  
activities. 

 
The focus wasn’t just on the basics of telling time, but all aspects of time. Teachers also 
incorporated the IB’s student-led model in many different ways throughout the year. For 
example, at the beginning of the year students created their own group names. Using the 
theme of time, groups came up with names like Guardians of the Clock, Timeristic, and 
The Super Clocks. Students also created their own timelines putting down memorable 
events from their past, present, and what they want to do in the future, including college 
and careers. These types of activities help students to build a foundational concept of 
time as well as bringing in topics of the future allowing students to begin to see college 
as something that is achievable. 

Mentoring is integral to All Stars. Staff and volunteers work with students to insure that 
they understand concepts and complete their homework. These close personal contacts 
provide children with a broader view of their own possibilities and futures. 
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Wilson Math Academy 

 
Math Academy aims to use inquiry-based education with a target on mathematical 
principles to assist students in becoming open-minded thinkers and communicators. 
Math Academy serves 25 fourth grade boys and girls who participated in the All Stars 
program in the third grade and expands upon the learning they started in All Stars (if 
space allows, the program is opened to other fourth grade students as well). Students 
work with program staff and volunteer mentors to improve and expand their math 
skills. The specialized curriculum draws from creative activities and challenges that get 
the students to think about math in other ways and take their learning a step further 
than the classroom curriculum allows. Special attention is given to the areas identified 
in the School Improvement Plan: number sense and operations, problem solving and 
fractions. Students are also given an opportunity to start their homework and have 
support from the mentors in understanding it. The program meets twice weekly during 
the school year. 

Each day before going to recess Math Academy students are challenged to answer a 
math problem of the day. This problem could range from topics they have learned 
previously or topics they have yet to cover. The goal behind the problem of the day is to 
remind students of previous topics they have covered and to have them begin to think 
about topics that are to come. This helps students make connections between various 
math concepts. 

 
 

Chapter Girls 

Chapter Girls is a 5th grade girls’ book club that began in the 2014-2015 school year. The 
school administration wished to 
accelerate learning opportunities for 5th 

grade girls and a special lunchtime group 
was created. The book club offers an 
opportunity for girls to come tog e t h e r 
in a safe space providing a chance to 
enhance not only literacy skills, but social 
skills by interacting with female role 
models and discussing topics pertinent to 
a growing girl. This year, as in last year an 
all Portuguese speaking group was held in 
order for students to cover important 
topics and read in their native language. 
Under the leadership of 6 female 

volunteers, students read and discussed books, all with a female lead character. The use of 
female volunteers allows these girls to connect with positive adult mentors. They are able to 
practice taking turns, critical thinking, and reflection. 34 students participated in 2 sessions 
meeting weekly during their lunch and recess to discuss the book and connect it to their own 
life experience. 



 

FAMILY ASSISTANCE & FOOD SECURITY 
 

 

FOOD SECURITY 

Adequate nutrition is a concern for much of the Wilson School community. 90.33% qualify for    
free or reduced priced lunches and all children are served a free breakfast every day by the 
school. Addressing the issue of food security through a close collaboration of the school and 
the agency is integral to this JFS program. 

WeekendNutrition 

120 school families were enrolled in JFS’ Weekend Nutrition program. These families 
have been identified by school staff and receive food staples (pasta, tuna fish, peanut 
butter, canned soup, vegetables, cereal, rice, beans) from a weekly distribution, 36 total 
distributions. The process is managed quietly and tactfully and assures that children 
will not go hungry during the weekend. On average 40 
families are served weekly. Over the course of the 
year the number of families participating significantly 
increased, with a fall semester average of 26 families 
weekly and a spring semester average of 35 families 
weekly. Beginning in April 2016, JFS formed a new 
partnership with Lovin’ Spoonfuls, a food rescue 
organization which picks up excess food from local 
grocery stores and delivers to food pantries. Lovin’ 
Spoonfuls delivers weekly to our Weekend Nutrition 
pantry supplying families with fresh produce, bread, dairy products, and other goods on a 
weekly basis. These deliveries have coincided with all of our Weekend Nutrition 
distributions allowing families to receive both food staples and perishable items. Most 
recently in September 2016 through JFS’s relationship with the Woodrow Wilson School, 
Daniel’s Table, a charity whose goal is to eradicate hunger in Framingham, was able to 
initiate a school wide food distribution. 

 
Healthy Harvest 

 

Healthy Harvest, a fresh fruit and vegetable 
distribution, serves all those enrolled in Weekend 
Nutrition as well as the families in All Stars and Math 
Academy, in order to help supplement their diets. 70 
families are served every other we e k (16 total 
distributions). 2-4 volunteers come from the JFS 
core of volunteers each distribution to help prep 
and distribute the produce. Additionally, 2 Math Academy students participate in putting 
these bags together allowing them to contribute to the giving process while also learning real 
life math application (i.e. how many oranges are needed to put 4 in 70 bags?). The school 
places a large emphasis on being an active participant in their community and this is one way 
to get them involved. 
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FAMILY ASSISTANCE 

The Family Assistance program supports families with basic needs assistance through 
referrals and information, food, clothing, backpacks, and other items. A core component is a 
bilingual resource specialist stationed at the school 16 hours a week to meet with families 
and support them in applying for benefits, direct them to legal, medical, housing and 
employment resources, and provide access to the food and clothing programs. 140 families 
have received assistance with about 40% of the families headed by single parents or are 
made up of one-wage earner and 85% Portuguese speaking. 

 

Referred by the school as well as area churches, Family Assistance runs year-round. 
The top six services provided this year by the case manager included: 

 Food/Gift Cards 

 Jackets/Winter Clothes       

 Public Pantries Referral              

 Backpacks 

 ESL Classes  

 Medical/Health Insurance 

 
 

 
 

Weekend Nutrition, Healthy Harvest and Family Assistance are evaluated on the number of 
people served, referrals made and client feedback. Family Assistance is also evaluated on 
success in accessing assistance, i.e. job placement, fuel assistance, housing, etc. 
Families in all these programs are tracked and follow-up is provided as needed. Recently 
implemented, Family Assistance families are assessed on a vulnerabil ity scale and how 
they move from crisis to self-sustaining. 

 
 Healthy Harvest, fresh fruit and vegetable distribution 

o 16 distributions, 1,120 bags serving, 

 Weekend Nutrition, weekly distribution of food staples 
o 38 distributions serving 120 families, 30-40 families each distribution 

 Wilson Family Assistance, family support from a bilingual community resource 
specialist 

o Served 140 families, 1,938 individual meetings 
o JFS enrolled 78 new families this year, a 160% increase from the 2015- 2016 

school year. 
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Clothes Closet 
 

Beginning during the 2015-2016 school year, as a result of a women’s leadership group at 
JFS, the clothing closet was formed. New and gently used clothing is donated to the closet 
from volunteers, donors and other community 
members. The clothing closet has two main 
functions, the first being a stationary closet 
located at the JFS office for clients. The second 
function is a mobile pop-up closet that on a 
quarterly basis is available to families on site 
at Woodrow Wilson and in the future at other 
locations. The mobile function of the closet 
was created with the families at Woodrow 
Wilson who do not have easy access to 
transportation in mind. 

 

The closet features clothing items that are 
relevant to the season and families needs. To 
date there have been 4 Pop-Up Clothing 
Closet events, all held at Woodrow Wilson. 
Throughout these four events 1,370 items of 
clothing, shoes and accessories were given 
out to over 100 families equaling 482 individuals, 
including both children and adults.
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PARENT OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT 
 

 

 
 

Parent University 
 

A program for Wilson parents, Parent University has a goal of building parents’ 
capacity to be actively engaged in their children’s education, to understand their 
children’s educational challenges and opportunities, and support them. 
Partnered with the Bilingual Parent Advisory Board and the Woodrow Wilson 
Parental Engagement Committee, each Parent University event aimed to cover a 
topic that parents specifically requested based on a survey given at the 
beginning of the school year. Parent University strongly embraces the notion 
that the more resources and knowledge a 
parent or guardian has, the more he or she can 
give to the child. 

 

All Parent University programs and services 
are offered for free to Wilson Elementary 
School parents, guardians, and caregivers. 
Participating parents are eligible for childcare 
and light meals during the sessions. 6 
workshops were held. 
Topics covered in Parent University 
workshops include: 

 

Community Resource Fair 
 

The format of this event was informational 
style about different organizations that offer  programs that parents could access in 
the community. Organizations such as Edward M Kennedy Community Health Center, 
Doc Wayne Youth Services, Framingham State University, and The Framingham 
Public Library had a table and provided brochures and information about their 
organizations and programs. Parents had a chance to visit different tables and engage 
with organization representatives and ask for information. 70 Families Attended. 

 
Immigration Forum Part 1 

 
With a large immigrant population at Woodrow Wilson and the evolving political climate in 
the United States many parents had questions regarding immigration laws. Attorney 
Antonio Massa Viana spoke to these parents regarding their questions on current 
immigration laws and options in becoming a Permanent Resident and United States Citizen. 
Clinical social workers, Dr. Percy Andreazi and Rosie Coelho, LICSW were also available 
during this presentation to help work through any stress, anxiety or other feelings that 
arose during this discussion. 27 Families Attended
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Parent Math Academy 

This workshop offered parents an opportunity to work with their child and practice math 
activities and gain a better understanding of how math is taught in the school. 150 Families 
attended 

 
 

Mental Health 

The mental health presentation was conducted by Rosemarie Coelho a licensed Mental 
Health Clinician, bilingual in Portuguese, covering the topic of raising happy children.  The 
information concentrated on parents and how to cope with depression, anxiety,  ADHD 
while meeting the needs of their children. She also discussed different ways parents can 
acknowledge depression and become self-aware. All topics were covered with insight on 
how to self-identify with symptoms, where and how to seek help and immediate coping 
strategies so it does not affect parenting. The presentation concluded  with suggestions 
and guidance on how to discipline a child based on the behavior. Though it was a small 
group, parents had a lot of questions on the topic and spent over an hour in a small group 
discussion. 7 Families attended. 

 
 

 

 
Newcomer Night 

Specific evening for newly arrived immigrant families offering an opportunity to get to 
know teachers, the school resources, JFS family assistance program, and other important 
details to navigating the school system. 35 Families attended. 
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Immigration Forum Part 2 

 
After the first Immigration Forum there was a high demand to have a second one in order to continue 
the conversations that had started and answer further questions. Again, Attorney Antonio Massa Viana 
spoke to these parents regarding their questions on current immigration laws and options in 
becoming a Permanent Resident and United States Citizen. He was also able to sit down with individual 
parents and spousal pairs to address their more specific questions in detail. Clinical social worker, 
Rosie Coelho, LICSW was also available again during this presentation to help work through any 
s t r e s s , anxiety or other feelings that arose during the discussions. This specific workshop also 
incorporated a second aspect of the Reducing Achievement Gaps model, the Clothing Closet. The closet 
was available on site at Woodrow Wilson, so that families could pick out clothing both before and after 
the immigration forum. 

16 Families Attended 
 
Cooking Matters 

In partnership with the MA Chapter for Share 
our Strength Cooking Matters, Parent 
University provided hands on cooking and 
nutrition advice for parents and children. 5 
parent/child pairs worked with nutritionists, 
chefs and Cooking Matters staff to learn about 
practical and healthy food choices and how to 
prepare them at home. Each session families 
took home the ingredients to make a 
nutritious meal. At the end of the year, all 
families enrolled in Cooking Matters programs 
received a recipe book and cooking supplies in 
order to make the recipes they had learned 
and more at home. 
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PARENT OUTREACH & ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY 
 

 

 
 

 6 Parent University workshops 

 Community Resource Fair 

 Parent Math Academy 

 Newcomer Night 

 Mental Health 

 Immigration Forum Part 1 

 Immigration Forum Part 2 
 

 Cooking Matters – 6 parent/child pairs 
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VOLUNTEERISM & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 

 

Volunteer involvement ranges from assistance in packing food bags to direct service 
with the students as tutors/mentors. Volunteers are a critical component to the 
program as they allow for low ratios of adult to child and provide much needed 
individualized attention. The mentors also expose the students to different hobbies, 
careers, and perspectives and model a dedication to learning and relationships. 
Volunteers range in age from high school students to retired professionals and can be 
individuals or from a business that encourages volunteerism. In all cases, volunteers 
provide an invaluable contribution to the success of the program. This year, 56 
individuals volunteered 2,096 hours. In addition, JFS has been able to leverage 
community resources for various events supporting RAG programs. 

 

Backpack Drive 

At two events run by JFS, over 70 families and community members volunteered 
their time to fill over 250 backpacks with school supplies donated by 
Commonwealth Creative Associates, Staples, OnProcess Technology, Horizon 
Technology, Kronos Inc. , TJX Companies,  Whole Foods Wellesley and Framingham 
Public Library. The backpacks were distributed to Wilson School students at the 
start of school and throughout the year as needed. 

 

Healthy Harvest 

2-4 volunteers came to Wilson every other week to help pack 70 bags of produce for 

Healthy Harvest to Wilson families. 
 

Thanksgiving Distribution 

2 companies, Horizon 
Technology and 
Cambridge Packing, 
donated and 
volunteered along with 
numerous individuals 
to help JFS provide  
150 Wilson School  
families (450 individuals)with Thanksgiving themed food bags - turkey and all the fixings. 

 

Holiday Gifts 

Thanks to the generosity of Horizon Technology and the Holiday Dreams Drive 
coordinated by Jonathan and Leslie Gerber, over 100 children received holiday gifts. 
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6 special projects: 
 

 Backpack Drive, 70 families volunteering, over 250 backpacks distributed to 

Wilson students 

 Thanksgiving Distribution, 2 companies – Horizon Technology and Cambridge 

Packing, supporting 150 families with turkey and all the fixings 

 Holiday Gifts, supported by Holiday Dreams Foundation, over 100 children 

supported 

22 High School 
Students 

6 Past Participants 10 College 
Students 

56 
Volunteers 

9 Volunteers 
Returning From 
Previous Year 

21 Working or 
Retired 

Professionals 

3 businesses 

20 bilingual, 
Portuguese, 

Spanish, 
Hindi,French, 
Cantonese, 
Mandarin 
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STAFFING 
 

 

The professional team working with Reducing Achievement Gaps is an incredible mix 
of educators and social workers. Without their dedication to supporting the lives of 
immigrant children and their families, JFS would not be able to accomplish all that the 
program strives to achieve. 

The 2016-2017 professional team included: 

 Kayla Hopkins, Program Coordinator of Youth, Immigrant and Volunteers 
Services 

 Malvina Goldfarb, Community Resource Specialist (Bilingual) 

 Kara Florian, Youth & Immigrant Program Specialist (Bilingual) 

 Heather Flugrad, All Stars Lead Teacher, Wilson Elementary 4th Grade Special 

Education Inclusion Teacher 

 Jenny Swett, Math Academy Lead Teacher, Wilson Elementary 4th Grade 

Special Education Inclusion Teaching Assistant 

 Keri Ann Crandall, All Stars Co-Teacher, Wilson Elementary 5th Grade 

Teacher 

 Josilene Florenzano, Math Academy Assistant Teacher and Bilingual 

Specialist, Wilson Elementary 2nd Grade Teacher (Bilingual) 

 Elizabeth Chalfin, MSW Student Intern 

 Jenna Mirandette, MSW Student Intern 
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IN SUMMARY 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
4 community projects (i.e. holiday gifts, Thanksgiving meals, backpack drive) 

6 Parent University workshops 

2,096 volunteer hours = $62,628.48 value 

56  volunteers 

1,177 bags of non-perishable 

1,120 bags of fresh produce distributed 

140 families served on an ongoing basis 

1,938 individual meetings with parents for family assistance case management 

60 children enrolled in academic programs 
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EMERGING NEEDS 
 

 

Beginning in 2015 a large surge of immigrants from Brazil began making their way 
to the United States in order to escape environmental, political and economic 
disasters taking place in Brazil as well as income inequality. With strong ties to 
Framingham, especially South Framingham, many of these families are part of the 
fabric of our community and thus relocate their families here. Since January of 
2015 till June of 2017, 250 new students have enrolled at the Woodrow Wilson 
School, 40% higher than expected. 

Many of these families at the Woodrow Wilson school live in poverty and face 
multiple life stressors including juggling multiple jobs, language barriers, fear of 
repercussions for their immigration status, challenge of paying bills on time and 
putting food on the table, and for many sending money back to Brazil. Coming to the 
U.S. is the dream for a successful future, but when families arrive they are faced with 
a new reality. Adults who were doctors in their home country are forced to start 
f r o m  scratch in service jobs. Many of these jobs require hard labor, long hours and 
no benefits. For those with no English, the employment options are even fewer. New 
familial roles come into play with many females taking on the wage earner role 
getting jobs as housecleaners. Often with   these family dynamic changes and the 
pressure of poverty and a new community, instances of domestic violence rise. 

In addition to facing poverty, new families are struck with a language barrier that 
makes it difficult to both navigate the school system and the community as a whole. 
The main provider for English language instruction is Framingham Adult ESL Plus 
(FAESL Plus), and out of the current 700 enrollees, 400 are Brazilian. As the 
immigrant community grows, the program faces record breaking numbers on their 
waitlist. At the most recent registration they had over 700 individuals on the wait list 
but only 50 available seats; making it difficult for these new arrivals to get access to 
this much needed service. 

In the past year, JFS allocated more time for the resource specialist to be  available 
onsite at the school allowing for more families to have access to information and 
nutritional resources. Additionally, JFS successfully solicited $5000 in emergency 
assistance funds.  This support will help meet part of the short-term needs. 
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IN CLOSING 
 

 

The long term success is that these low-income, immigrant children 
with complicated and compromised life circumstances will be ready for 
continued academic and social success. In the future they will graduate 
high school, move forward 
with education and career 
goals and be productive and 
successful citizens at the 
same rate as their middle 
class peers. There is 
significant concern about 
growing academic and social 
gaps for low income, 
vulnerable children. RAG's 
academic interventions 
follow education  specialist 
recommendations. There is a 
wide body of literature, 
public policy and new intervention models that demonstrate that academic success for 
immigrant children such as those served by RAGs requires the integrated model that is 
being implemented—one that increases the likelihood of success by combining academic 
and social support for children with parental support that helps families overwhelmed by 
circumstance meet basic needs and access to services that bolster stability. It is this 
holistic approach that allows JFS to reach the outcomes in the Theory of Change that, 
immigrants and their families, including vulnerable children, have measurable 
improvement in economic stability, academic and career achievement and integration 
into their communities. 
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2016-2017 Reducing Achievement Gaps Supporters 

• Anonymous 

• Joan H. Brack Family Foundation 

• Congregation Beth El of Sudbury 

• DCU for Kids 

• Eastern Bank 

• Emma Flowers 

• Eos Foundation 

• Framingham State University 

• Foundation for Metrowest 

• Foundation for 

Metrowest/English Family 

Fund 

• Herb and Maxine S. 

Jacobs Foundation 

• Amy and Stephen Manchester 
• Maximus Foundation 

• Middlesex Savings 

Charitable Foundation 

• Mutual One Charitable Foundatio 

• Ramsey McCluskey 

Family Foundation 

• RBC-USA Foundation 

• Rotary Club of Framingham 

• SudburyFoundation 

• Sue Copeland 

• TJXFoundation 

• Vela Foundation 

• Whittaker Charitable Foundation 

• JFS Fund a Need Initiative 

• Many dozens of individuals and businesses support JFS’ hunger response, back to 

school  backpack, winter clothing and holiday gift drives and initiatives 


